Modular Construction? Made-To-Measure Protection.

Volumetric and modular buildings along with off-site construction products, need the right protection prior to on-site installation. IKO Polymeric’s high performance single ply roof coverings are the ideal choice for the off-site industry and provide waterproofing protection for either temporary or permanent use.

Whether it's for protection during transportation, outdoor storage of units, just-in-time deliveries or for more permanent waterproofing solutions, IKO Polymeric's range of membranes are the ideal solution.

Using the very latest cutting edge technology from our state of the art manufacturing facility, IKO Polymeric’s ‘Specialised Products Division’ offers pre-fabricated roof coverings which are made-to-measure in a variety of widths and lengths. These innovative, high performance roof coverings provide a quick and efficient solution to complement your modern methods of construction. They are the ideal choice in many construction sectors but in particular for Education, Health, Leisure & Retail.

- Bespoke single ply roof coverings
- Over 100,000 square metres installed to date
- Fast, efficient protection
- National coverage
- No project too large or too small
- Specifically designed for buildings constructed off-site
- Easily installed using IKO Sprayfast adhesive or mechanical attachment
- Quality control checked prior to despatch
- The ultimate protection for modular buildings

Call us on 01257 488 000 to speak to one of our technical team. Or email your roof dimensions to polymeric.sales.uk@iko.com for a quote.
Be Prepared, with Pre-formed Detail Flashings.

IKO Polymeric makes any single ply roofing installation quicker and easier with our bespoke preformed detail flashings.

Made to exacting standards in our purpose built manufacturing facility, you can depend on an accurate fit, simple installation and significant time saving during installation of Armourplan PVC single ply systems.

- Provide us with a simple sketch of the required flashing
- We produce accurate CAD drawings for precise manufacturing
- Material machine-cut for total accuracy
- All welds factory-tested
- No minimum or maximum order quantity
- Simply installed by heat welding into place

Find out more about making your installation easier with our made-to-measure PVC detail flashings. Call us on 01257 488 000 to speak to one of our technical team.

Or email your specifications to polymeric.sales.uk@iko.com for a quote.